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When History Repeats Itself: 

BlacKKKlansman Review 

By: Jessica Davis 

If one black man, aided by a bevy of good, 

decent, dedicated, open, and liberal-minded 

whites and Jews can succeed in prevailing 

over a group of white racists by making them look 

like the ignorant fools they truly are, then imagine 

what a nation of like-minded individuals can 

accomplish.” (Ron Stallworth, Black Klansman) A 

Spike Lee joint, and an incredible story the 

BlacKKKlansman hit the theatres on August 10th, 

2018. This movie is based on a true story about 

Ron Stallworth, an African American detective 

who, in 1978, launched an investigation into the 

local chapter of the Ku Klux Klan in Colorado 

Springs, Colorado. As the first black police officer 

Stallworth is determined to make a systematic 

change within this police department. As soon as 

he was hired he made it his goal to reach the 

detective position. Through trials and tribulations, 

his wish was granted, as one-day Ron Stallworth 

took the time to call the Ku Klux Klan in Colorado 

Springs. Stallworth made it seem like he was a 

white man to learn more about the “organization.” 

Throughout the movie Flip, Ron’s co-worker acts 

as if he is Ron, because of obvious reasons, which 

was to make their plan fall through beyond 

reasonable doubts. 

During the 1960’s- 1970’s black people were 

treated as if they were not human and seen as 

animals. “The Ku Klux Klan was founded in 

1866, however, during the civil rights movement 

the Ku Klux Klan was in full effect. They bombed 

schools, churches, and committed violent crimes 

towards black and white activists in the South” 

(A&E Television Networks Staff, 2009). Many 

may think that the KKK isn’t as prevalent as they 

used to be, but there are numerous rallies and 

conferences held for Neo Nazi’s and Klan 

members. According to News Chanel 5, Davis 

Duke, the former grand wizard of the KKK, was 

in Tennessee for a conference in Dickson County 

in June 2018. With police brutality and groups 

like the Ku Klux Klan or Neo-Nazi’s, black 

people must live a life full of “what if’s”, 

scurrying along into their holes only because of 

something as trivial as the color of their skin. The 

plot of this movie is to stop the KKK from hosting 

cross burning and making attacks on black 

students at local colleges. 

According to Southwest Fast Facts, 62.2% of the 

Southwest Tennessee Community College’s 

student population are black. It is important 

therefore for us to learn about how delicate this 

issue can get. This movie is very relevant for our 

society today; we are experiencing similar events 

that happened twenty years ago. Just last year there 

was a KKK rally in Charlottesville, Virginia where 

many riots and protests broke out because of these 

hateful events. Many people were injured during 

this time and one person was killed by a car that 

drove through the middle of a protest.                                    

            Spike Lee did an amazing job on capturing 

the realness and rawness of police brutality and 

racism. In a discussion with of group of my peers 

after seeing the movie, we pondered on the 

importance of creating awareness of sensitive 

issues like this. I recommend everyone to see this 

movie, it is very eye-opening and subtly 

informational

Happy New Year! 
Welcome to the 2018-2019 school year. I always start each semester wishing everyone a happy new 
year!  This is because each semester we are able to start anew—new classes, new campus activities and 
new, exciting experiences. Whether you are a new or returning student, know that you are welcome at 
Southwest and that we are on your team.  Your success is our success. We have worked hard to improve 
our programs and services to better meet your academic, social and emotional needs.  We are here to help 
you help yourself to a better future. 

 

So, please do not hesitate to reach out to the many support systems that you have on the 
campuses.  When life gets a little tough, know that we are here to guide you through your 
circumstances.  What I have learned during my life and especially during my career is that while our 
personal talent and individual determination enable us to do many things on our own, we all can use a little 
help from time to time. 
 
I’m excited about the semester and the many accomplishments that are before us.  I hope you are, 
too.  Have a great year and Happy New Year! 
Dr. Tracy D. Hall 

President 

  

“ 



The Bird Review 

By: Destiny Royston 

f you live in the Memphis area, then you’re familiar with the electric 

scooters popping up everywhere. According to the Commercial 

Appeal, the Bird scooters first landed in Nashville, TN and now is 

making its home here in Memphis. This new craze is in major cities 

across the country and Memphians have been taking a liking to the new 

way to travel. These scooters are simple to use and useful to those who 

want to travel around in an area without walking. If you’re a student at a 

college, then having this scooter by your side can save you time, whether 

it’s a big university or small community college. The Bird scooter is 

simple to use so you won’t waste time trying to figure it out. First 

download “The Bird” app on your phone and be on the lookout for the 

scooter. They cost one dollar to unlock and about $0.15 to ride per 

minute. To be safe bring a helmet because the scooters can go up to 15 

mph and can travel 15 miles on a single charge. The app gives you all the 

steps to take on how to brake, foot placement, and where to ride. When 

you end your ride, leave it preferably at a bike rack and make sure not to 

block public pathways by locking the Bird scooter on your phone. Riding 

responsibly would add positive feedback on how safe and convenient the 

Bird is to Memphians. My review on the scooter is that it’s convenient 

and a surplus is around downtown. I found them useful since it’s summer 

and not everyone wants to walk everywhere. To save time and energy I 

downloaded the app on my phone and paid for a short trip from the Cook 

Convention Center to 901 Wings nearby. From there I rode the scooter at 

a safe speed and returned it to where I left it. My only dilemma is that it 

was difficult to find one that was charged enough for a quick ride. 

Another Memphian, Raphael, commented “They’re a great idea, but you 

have to find a charged scooter first.” he said. I agree because I’ve seen 

people ride the scooters, leave them, and try to find another one that’s 

charged. Luckily the app tells you the charge of the scooter. Next time 

you find yourself walking around Memphis in the heat, be on the lookout 

for the Bird to ease your trip. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Jessica’s Declassified School Survival Guide 

By: Jessica Davis 

o this is your first semester as a college student and you have no idea what to expect. You’re feeling nervous, anxious, scared, worried, and many 

other indescribable feelings. It’s very normal to feel these things, however, there’s nothing to really stress about. College is a breeze as long as you 

know how to play the game. These are some tips that you should take into consideration   

1. Read your syllabus! 

Reading your syllabus is an important part of 

class, all of your future assignments and 

materials you need for the class will be on this 

piece of paper. More importantly, this is 

where the professor puts their email address, 

phone number, and office hours. Take 

advantage of going to your professor’s office 

hours, this is a way for your professor to 

remember your name and face. You should 

review your syllabus often, as it contains 

guidelines and expectations on assignments. 

 

 

 

 

2. Get acquainted with your professor 

Take advantage of your professor’s office 

hours, this is a time to ask your professor to 

review an assignment or how you can make 

an essay better. Not only can this help you in 

the classroom it can also help you outside the 

classroom. You can use your professor as a 

reference for a job or an internship because 

they are aware of your work ethic and 

motivation to strive for greatness 

 3. STUDY! 

Studying is a vital part of college. Many 

students think they can fly by without 

studying, however, this is what hurts the 

student most. Without studying this can result 

in receiving a “C” or even lower. Passing with 

a “C”, but that won’t look good on your 

college transcript. Try to create a routine and 

keep up with studying and your assignments. 

Also, read ahead, the more you’re able to get 

done early in the semester, the easier it will be 

later on. 

 

 

 

 

I 
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Former Tiger Star Set to Take the Reins of 

the Saluqis 

By Alex Smith 

his past basketball season our Saluqis 

went 24-5, reached the TJCCA A 

championship game, and towards the 

end of the regular season cracked the top 15 in 

the NJCAA polls under the guidance of then 

head coach Jerry Nichols. However, this past 

April, Coach Nichols was the first assistant 

hired to be on the new coaching staff at 

Division 1 Tennessee State under former 

Columbia State head coach Penny Collins. 

Nichols took over the reins here at Southwest 

from Verties Sails, who oversaw the program 

from 1979 to 2012 winning over 700 games in 

the process. Nichols has had immense success 

in the TJCCAA ranks as he holds a career 

record of 200-59 in his 9 total seasons; 

Southwest for 

the past 5 seasons and the previous 4 at 

Motlow State. Suffice to say, the Saluqis have 

an established tradition of high level 

basketball and the next leader of the program 

had big shoes to fill. 

Former Memphis Tiger Cedric Henderson 

was selected as the new leader of the Saluqis, 

becoming just the 3rd head coach in nearly 40 

seasons. This is an impressive feat for the 

program, as there aren’t many collegiate 

programs on any level that can compare to that 

consistency within their coaching staffs. 

Henderson attended East High School before 

joining the University of Memphis basketball 

team under Tigers legend Larry Finch. The 

team posted a 75-49 record, reaching the 

NCAA tournament twice and the NIT once. In 

his time at Memphis, he established himself as 

a legitimate NBA prospect. 

 

Henderson entered and was selected 44th in 

the 1997 NBA Draft by the Cleveland 

Cavaliers. His rookie season in Cleveland was 

one of his best as he played in all 82 games 

starting in 71 of those contests and was 

selected to the All-Rookie 2nd team. 

According to www.basketball-refernce.net, 

he posted career highs that season of 10.1 

points and 4 rebounds per game. That season 

featured a few other notable All-Rookie 

players such as Spurs legend Tim Duncan, 

former Cavs big man Zydrunas Ilgauskas, and 

a one-time member of the Memphis Grizzlies 

Bobby Jackson. He spent his first 4 NBA 

seasons in Cleveland before being traded to 

the Golden State Warriors. After the Warriors, 

Henderson spent time with the Milwaukee 

Bucks before embarking on a career overseas 

that saw him play professionally in France, 

Ukraine, and Lebanon. Henderson played in 

260 NBA games, starting in 136 of those 

contests. 

On the surface, this seems like a match made 

in basketball heaven. Henderson has obvious 

ties to our city and that should make recruiting 

the fantastic local talent here in Memphis 

much easier. It’s hard to pass on an 

opportunity to play for a former Tiger and 

work on crafting your game for 2 seasons. His 

hiring also provides an excellent bridge 

between our program here at Southwest and 

the University of Memphis and we could 

potentially see more players like former 

Saluqi turned Tiger Jimario Rivers make the 

jump from one school to the other. As a 

former Tiger, Henderson no doubt knows 

what it takes to play at a high level at a 

Divison 1 school with high expectations.  

 

Playing collegiately for Memphis legend 

Larry Finch and professionally for NBA 

legend Mike Fratello in Cleveland, Henderson 

has had exposure to what it takes to win and 

how to stay consistent. Finch is the winningest 

coach in Memphis history and Fratello 

coached 1,215 NBA games including his last 

2 and a half seasons coaching the Memphis 

Grizzlies. 

To conclude, I feel Coach Henderson will 

enjoy immense and prolonged success here at 

Southwest. His basketball pedigree and local 

ties make him a seemingly perfect fit as the 

leader of the Saluqis. 

 

 

T 
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Worth your weight in gold 

By: Celeste Riley 

an you say cha-ching? What does this 

onomatopoeia make you think of? 

One thinks of money and when it 

comes to college, students need plenty in 

order to Achieve the Dream of graduating 

with a Higher Education Degree. Where can 

you locate money and allocate it to you?  

S C H O L A R S H I P S 

 Three million dollars in Scholarships are 

based on certain criteria according to 

Scholarships 101: The Real-World Guide to 

Getting Cash for College. It states that 

student’s needs to focus on “talent, 

preparation and perseverance” (Stezala, 2008, 

p.9). One recent Southwest graduate 

demonstrates a clear path of success worth 

emulating in which she developed her talents, 

prepared her path and persevered many 

obstacles.  

Sabrina Washington graduated Magna Cum 

Laude with an Honors Diploma and was the 

Commencement speaker for the spring 

graduation of 2018. Her journey began at 

Southwest in 2016 where she entered as a 

Gateway Christian School graduate at 17.  

Sabrina quickly took on a full load of classes 

majoring in Psychology. She rose in 

leadership positions for S.G.A. elected as 

Vice President of the Macon Cove Campus as 

well as chairing Marketing and Scholarship 

committees in 2017. Meanwhile she became a 

reporter for The Southwest Source (eventually 

landing the Editor-in-Chief position) and 

joined P.T.K. 

 Last summer Student development promoted 

the opportunity to be a part of Tennessee 

Intercollegiate State Legislature otherwise 

known as T.I.S.L. This interest meeting led 

her down the path of becoming the Editor-in-

Chief of the General Assembly Newspaper. 

She also became a Certified Student Leader at 

S.L.I. Meanwhile at P.T.K. Sabrina became 

the Vice President of Public Relations and 

assisted the Chapter in achieving five-star 

status in 2018 through rigorous research, 

essay writing and assistance in the Commit to 

Complete Project. She attributes her path to 

success by “establishing herself in taking 

advantage of every opportunity”. Ms. 

Washington has recently been appointed 

T.S.A.C. student representative by the 

Governor’s office for a two-year term. As a 

student Representative she will weigh in her 

opinions on TN Promise and TN Reconnect to 

name a few platforms.  

Sabrina has received a full ride scholarship to 

M.T.S.U. and is on the path to Achieving her 

Dream of graduating with a B.S. in 

Journalism. Her plans include seeking 

internships and freelance writing while 

continuing her education in pursuing a 

Master’s in Mass Communication.  Sabrina’s 

advice to all student’s is that “the biggest 

things can come from the smallest actions.” 

What actions can a student take to get a piece 

of the American Scholarship pie? Develop 

your talents at Southwest through various 

clubs, commit to leadership roles, and 

persevere while giving it your all. This will 

make you worth your weight in gold to review 

committees, as Ms. Washington has done, 

paving your path to successful Scholarship 

opportunities and Achieving your Dream. 

 

 

Yummy or Crummy: Late Night Sweets 

By: Destiny Royston 

f you’re a night owl who craves something sweet but doesn’t want 

to leave the comfort of home, consider Insomnia Cookies. This 

bakery serves a variety of cookies, frozen desserts, toppings and 

more. Insomnia Cookies was founded in 2003 by Seth Berkowitz and 

specializes in delivering fresh baked cookies an d ice cream until 3am 

every day. The variety of flavors makes this bakery a great place for 

everyone. Insomnia Cookies is also inexpensive so you can sample the 

tasty treats they offer without spending too much. When I visited the 

bakery, the staff was friendly and helpful so I tried the chocolate chunk 

cookie and loved it because of how soft and moist the treat was. 

Toppings they offer are M&M’s, brownie bites, cookie dough, snickers, 

rainbow sprinkles and snickers. With the variety of toppings, cookies 

and ice cream, each visit will be different when you mix up what you 

try. Next time I visit I will definitely try their ice cream with the 

different toppings. They deliver in a timely manner to nearby locations. 

Insomnia Cookies is located 

545 S. Highland St, 

Memphis, TN 38111. 

Insomnia Cookies caters to 

college students and has 

many locations near 

universities. According to 

CNBC, college student 

Stephanie Shin “The 

cookies are always warm.” 

They also offer specials and 

discounts to college students. Their menu, hours and how to order is on 

their website: www.insomniacookies.com

C 
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The World Is Your Classroom - Go 

Somewhere! 

By: Jacqueline Asamoah 

re you tired of the same dull 

college routine? Are you 

getting burned out from test 

after test? Let me guess you’re ready to take 

a break. The study abroad program is an 

opportunity for you that might change your 

life. The study abroad program offered here 

at Southwest Tennessee Community College 

is a great opportunity for you to travel to see 

many tremendous historical sites across the 

globe. 

Michelle Obama said in a speech to American and Chinese 

students in China about the importance of studying abroad, “Studying 

Abroad is about so much more than improving your future. It is also about 

shaping the future of your countries and of the world we all share because 

when it comes to the defining challenges of our time, whether it’s climate 

change or economic opportunity or the spread of nuclear weapons, these 

are shared problems and no one country can confront them alone. The 

best way forward is together” Study Abroad is important for bridging the 

gap between different cultures, which enhances cooperation in the 

corporate world. It improves global connection and helps participants to 

build connections between people of all ethnic backgrounds and 

socioeconomic standards. It increases cultural diversity in the modern 

world.  

Every student at southwest with a GPA of 2.0 or higher is 

automatically eligible to apply for the program. Students must also be 18 

years of age and completed 12 credit hours at southwest. The cost 

involved is a deterrent to people but 

what most people fail to recognize is 

that many funding opportunities are 

available. International Study trips 

look extremely good on your resume 

and it is undoubtedly very affordable. 

You get to make lifelong friends both 

with those you journey with and those 

you meet around the world. According 

to Christine Farrugia, 89.5% of student 

who study internationally develop 

better communication skills with 

people from different backgrounds.  

Now that you know a little 

about the program what stops you 

from applying? Making the first step is 

quite difficult. Sometimes it is good to get out of your comfort zone, to 

expand your knowledge and get better depths of understanding of the 

world around us opposed to the bubble we have created for ourselves. 

Doesn’t any of this look exciting for you?  Don’t you want to live your 

life like an A list celebrity? After filling an application form that can be 

picked up at the International Studies Office, an easy three step process 

of an essay; with the topic being why I want to study abroad, an academic 

transcript and 2 recommendation letters is required. You’re all set!  

South Africa for Jessica Davis, who took a sociology class was 

rich with culture. Italy for Theodora Asamoah, who was enrolled in an 

art class was full of adventure. What is your story going to be next year? 

What are you waiting for? Get out of the daily college humdrum. Take a 

chance, take a leap of faith. The world is waiting for you!  

Study Abroad, you can go anywhere from here! 

 

 

 

 

Club of the Arts presents August 30, 2018: The WLOK New Filmmakers Presentation is a screening of works by aspiring new filmmakers.  In its second 

year, the screening features short films with a maximum length of 25 minutes. Although the presentation is open to those filmmakers from the entire 

Southern region, preference is given to those filmmakers from the Memphis/Shelby area.  

This year’s screening will include five presentations:  

A Path in Life      by Cedric Hardwick  

The Companion    by Dreaka Shevon  

The Set Up             by Clarence Brown  

Fight for Life         by Everett Anderson  

Beautiful Pain        by Tony Pacasso. 
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Before You Go… September Events 

 

 

Date 

 

 

Time 

 

 

Event 

 

 

Place 

Sept 4 12:30  pm Union Avenue Campus Building B, Room 106  (Saluqi Den) Student Success Workshop: Communication at Southwest 

Sept 6 2-3 pm Whitehaven and Union Avenue Locations Student Advocacy (Counseling and Social Services) 

Sept 10 11:59 am 

deadline 

Register at the intramural activities sign up page  Application Deadline: Flag Football 

Sept 11 11am-12pm Macon Cove Campus, Farris Yard Saluqi Festival 

Sept 12 11am-12pm Union Avenue Campus, Tennis Court Saluqi Festival 

Sept 14-15 11am-12pm Contact Student Development  Cheerleading Tryouts 

Sept 18 12:30pm Macon Cove Campus, Farris Building, Student Lounge Student Success Workshop: Putting My Best Foot Forward 

Sept 18 6:30-7:50pm Macon Cove Campus Bert Bornblum Library, Room 122 

(Auditorium/Theater) 

Career Transition Group The Networking Roundtable 

Sept 18 11am-1pm Maxine A. Smith Center Clearly Crystals 

Sept 19 11am- 1pm Whitehaven Center Clearly Crystals 

Sept 20 11am-1pm Contact Student Development The Arts: Graceland Tour  

 

Sept 25 4:30pm Macon Cove Campus, Farris Building 

Union Avenue Campus, B Building Room 106 

Evening Engagement 

Sept 26 Noon Macon Cove Campus Pizza with the President 

Sept 27  10am- 1pm Macon Cove Campus, Farris Hallway Club Day 

  

By: Jacqueline Asamoah 

Across 

1. Which Southwest Center is near the border of Mississippi 

and Tennessee 

3. What is the Southwest Mascot 

 8. What is the newest addition to the scholarships offered 

at Southwest 

 9. What is the first name of the president of the college 

 10. At southwest what must you carry at all times? 

Down 

2. Higher Impact Practices and … 

4. After two years, you graduate with what degree 

5. On which campus is the School of Nursing located 

6. Academic Support Centers are housed in the  

7. 61.2% of the colleges population are 

Detach and submit completed puzzle to the office of student 

development 

 



 

Student Poll Question  

By: Alex Smith 

How Long Do Students Wait for Walk in Advising Appointments? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

80% OF STUDENTS WAIT OVER 90 IN THE ADVISING WAITING AREA 

If You Plan On Meeting with an Advisor, It’s Best to Be There When the Offices 

 Opens or Make an Appointment Ahead of Time! 

 

 

 

90 minutes or 
more
80%

90 minutes or 
less
20%

90 minutes or more 90 minutes or less
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